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We are continuously extending
our perspective
Previous publications on COVID-19 response
initiatives in apparel & fashion

Edition I

Edition II

March 18th

March 23rd

Initial overview of key
priorities

Comprehensive
overview of actions to
take in light of the crisis

What's new in Edition III (March 30th)
Continued to connect with apparel & fashion
companies, totaling at >60 companies engaged in
dialogue and mutual learning on COVID response
Ran proprietary consumer sentiment survey &
specific apparel & fashion deep dive
>6000 consumers
Shopping behavior over the past & next 4 weeks
Global perspective across 6 key markets at different
stages of the crisis
Fresh-off-the-press results from 29th March –
first results included today, data analyses ongoing

Ran deep-dive analyses on apparel & fashion
eCommerce (e.g., traffic, discounting)
McKinsey & Company
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Today, we focus on COVID-19 implications on consumer, eCommerce and stores

Immediate response
How do we keep employees
and customers safe?
What crisis response mode is
required?
How do we secure sufficient
cash reserves?

Continued

Managing the next weeks

Long-term implications
How is the consumer changing
due to COVID-19?

How can we leverage the full
potential of online?

How will this crisis change the
industry in the long run?
How do we come out of the
crisis as a winner?

How do we get ready for store reopening?
Prior focus

Focus today

Future focus
McKinsey & Company
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How is the
consumer
changing due
to COVID-19?

How can we
leverage the full
potential of
online?

How do we get
ready for store
re-openings?

McKinsey & Company
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Consumer sentiment
is more positive in
early and later
phases of the
COVID-19 crisis
Q: How is your overall confidence level on economic
conditions after the COVID-19 situation - % of
respondents?

Early

Late

23%

25%

18%

19%

13%

44%

48%

57%
46%

45%

54%

53%
60%
42%

28%

46%
36%

36%

33%

24%
15%

UAE

15%

14%

US

6%

UK

Optimistic: The economy will
rebound within 2-3 months and
grow just as strong or stronger
than before COVID-19

Source: McKinsey & Company COVID-19 Consumer Pulse Survey, 21/322/03/2020 N = 5,000 + Sampled

Germany

France

Spain

Unsure: The economy will be
impacted for 6-12 months or longer
and will stagnate or show slow
growth thereafter

Italy

China

Pessimistic: COVID-19 will have
a long lasting impact on the
economy and show regression /
fall into lengthy recession

McKinsey & Company
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For the moment, most consumers believe their financial situation
will be negatively impacted – discretionary spend is reduced

Consumers state their finances will be affected and reduce their spending…
How long do you believe your personal / household
finances will be impacted?

… and change their
priorities
Top 5 concerns of consumers

Household spending1

100%
> 1 year

13%

7-12 months

13%

4-6 months

24%

2-3 months

24%

0-1 months

6%

I don’t believe my Household
finance Will be impacted

20%

Increase slightly /
increase a lot

24%

About the same

40%

Reduce slightly /
reduce a lot

2019

~80%

believe their financial situation
will be impacted by the
coronavirus for +2 months

~38%

18%

43%

35%

38%

Past 2 weeks

Next 2 weeks

believe their financial situation will
face significant difficulties over
the next two weeks

1.Q: How has the coronavirus (COVID-19) situation affected/may change your household spending over THE PAST TWO WEEKS/ in the NEXT TWO WEEKS?
Source: McKinsey & Company COVID-19 Consumer Pulse Survey, 21/3-22/03/2020 N = 5,000 + Sampled

Not knowing how long the
crisis will last

Overall public health

Health of relatives in the
vulnerable population

The impact on the national
economy

Taking care of my family

McKinsey & Company
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The crisis changes consumer behavior– a significant share
spends more time online

Respondents spend more time online – also in channels relevant for
apparel & fashion 1 …
Texting, chatting, messaging 8%

46%

46%

Reading news online

9%

44%

47%

Social media

10%

47%

43%

Video content

11%

49%

40%

Movies or shows

12%

Video games

Reading print news
Working

1.
2.

42%

22%
33%
37%

35%

22%

30%
52%
53%

of consumers browse for
fashion inspiration in online
shops at least once per week

and

45%
48%

… which may provide opportunities
to meet your consumer

15%

10%

of consumers state they will
browse for inspiration online
more often in the next 4 weeks

In contrast, only
Decrease
Stay the Same
Increase

10%

of consumers think brands
should not promote their own
interests at this time of crisis

Q: Over the next 2 weeks, how much time do you expect to spend on these activities compared to how much time you normally spend on them?
Net intent is calculated by subtracting the percent of respondents stating they expect to decrease time spent from the of respondents stating to increase time spent

Source: McKinsey & Company COVID-19 Consumer Pulse Survey, 21/3-22/03/2020 N = 5,000 + Sampled; McKinsey COVID-19 Apparel & Fashion
survey, N=>6000, 27/3-29/3 2020

McKinsey & Company
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Purchasing behavior is impacted negatively across the board
– yet fashion is facing the most significant decline

Consumers identify a reduced appetite to spend both online
Offline
Online
and offline over the next 2 weeks…
3%

Groceries

-31%
-59%

-13%
-8%

-42%
-59%

-17%

Personal care and beauty products

-31%

-9%
-61%

-26%

Entertainment at home

-39%

13%

Footwear

Jewelry
Apparel
Accessories

-36%

Books, magazines, newspapers

-9%
-39%

Food services

Fashion

-57%

-3%

Household products

Consumer electronics

… fashion is disproportionately
affected
Offline
Online

-13%

Top 3 stated reasons for apparel spend
reduction in past 4 weeks:
−

Lack of interest in shopping due to more
important things to worry about

−

No need for new clothing in time of crisis

−

Difficulty to shop because of physical
store closures

-53%
-24%
-59%
-36%

Source: McKinsey & Company COVID-19 Consumer Pulse Survey, 21/3-22/03/2020 N = 5,000 + Sampled; McKinsey COVID-19 Apparel & Fashion
survey, N=>6000, 27/3-29/3 2020

McKinsey & Company
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How is the
consumer
changing due
to COVID-19?

How can we
leverage the
full potential
of online?

How do we get
ready for store
re-opening?

McKinsey & Company
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Key hypotheses on eCommerce in times of COVID-19

1

2

3

4

5

6

COVID-19 will
provide a boost
to eCom
penetration in
the mid and
long run

First things
first: Be
transparent
about the
situation with
your customers
and show them
you care

Take a
merchandise
perspective –
there are
relative winner
and loser
categories in
the current
situation

Engage your
consumers
with relevant
content where
they spend
their time right
now and work
hard on your
database to
stay connected

Spend your
marketing
budget wisely –
promotional
campaigns are
a key driver of
engagement
now

Consider how
marketplaces
play out for you
at this point

13% started browse
or shop online for
the first time and
14% expect to shop
less offline after the
crisis

45% like brands/
retailers to show
concern and social
purpose

9% spend more on
sports, home, and
casual wear –
though this will not
compensate overall
losses

23% find
inspirational content
and personalized
recommendations
more important now

56% state
promotions as key
reason for purchase
– 36% say this will
become even more
important now

11% of consumers
have started
shopping more in
multi-brand online
shops in the past 4
weeks

McKinsey & Company
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1: COVID-19 will provide a boost to eCom penetration in the mid
and long run
Key principles of running your
eCom in times of COVID-19
New digital touchpoints emerge as consumers spend more time online
during this crisis:

20% state they use this time to try new brands

In the upcoming weeks, an even more agile
approach to eCom operations will be
required:
−

Make sure warehouse operations are
running, even with limited number of
DCs, and manage risks

−

Leverage un-used resources from
physical stores to bridge potential gaps
in eCom (e.g., personnel, inventory, etc.)

−

Allocate marketing spend wisely and
monitor its returns on conversion – this
is crucial when operating under cash
constraints

−

Increase test & learn mentality (e.g.,
daily tests) and integrate small teams
across departments

−

Maximize CRM activities to make sure
you can sustainably keep the new
customers you acquire in this time

13% take the opportunity to browse online shops for the first time

…and a share of all consumer segments identified state they will
continue to shop online rather than offline after the crisis because
they have gotten used to it
24%

Split per segment

20%
13%

14

14%

7%

Consumer
description of
own type

Practical
shopper

Time-pressed
shopper

Bargain hunter Creative shopper

Source: McKinsey COVID-19 Apparel & Fashion survey, N=>6000, 27/3-29/3 2020, Edited.com, access March 27, 2020

Shopaholic

McKinsey & Company
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2: First things first: Be transparent about the
situation with your customers & show you care
Consumers appreciate brands who show social
purpose in creative and sensitive ways

Proactively addressing the situation can build trust
with customers

45% of consumers appreciated companies showing

46% of consumers state they value honest communication

concern and helping to mitigate the medical and social
challenges of the Corona crisis1

on how the crisis is affecting service levels
Top features for apparel eCom in past 4 weeks vs. over next 4 weeks
(5: very important, 1: not important; + = higher importance over next 4 weeks)

Free delivery

Hugo Boss has
repurposed its HQ
production site to
manufacture face
masks to donate

Crocs
donates shoes
to healthcare
workers

4.0

Free return process

3.9

Reliable customer service

3.8

Clear communication about
delivery times and process

3.8

On-time delivery

3.8

Health & safety policies
for deliveries

3.7

++
++
+++
+
+
+++

Only 10% of consumers consider it inappropriate for
brands to promote their businesses in this time of crisis

Example of proactive information on changed service levels
1. Especially consumers who see fashion as a form of self-expression or consider themselves shopaholics
Source: McKinsey COVID-19 Apparel & Fashion survey, N=>6000, 27/3-29/3 2020, Edited.com, access March 27, 2020

McKinsey & Company
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3: Take a merchandise perspective – there are
relative winner and loser categories
Surge in demand for some categories will not
compensate overall losses
Consumers across continental Europe state an average
decrease in eCom apparel consumption of

-26%

21% state they already expect to reduce their clothing

Communicate the right products to consumers
indirectly through relevant themes
Smart merchandising:
Lululemon and Nike are promoting relevant
themes like health and fitness right now using
multiple channels (e.g., apps with digital workout
classes, social media) and not putting direct
marketing pressure on customers

consumption after the Corona crisis

Indirectly this will drive corresponding category
sales

Companies react: Since lock-down,
new product drops in eCom have
decreased significantly across
categories1 this is true across
segments in premium, luxury, mass
and value retail

Stated change in basket share since lockdown:

Companies have to carefully review volume planning and
manage inventory levels (incl. offline stock)
1. Edited analyses, for European countries, for luxury, mass, value and premium segment
2. Incl. Jeans & T-Shirts
Source: McKinsey COVID-19 Apparel & Fashion survey, N=>6000, 27/3-29/3 2020, Edited.com, access March 27, 2020

Less spend

Same spend or more

Casual wear2

40

60

Homewear

43

57

Sportswear

47

53

Fashion pieces

50

50

Swimwear

56

44

Business wear

54

46

Special occasion

56

44
McKinsey & Company
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5: Spend your marketing budget wisely – promotional campaigns
are a key driver of engagement now
During lockdown, consumers are sensitive to promotion & discount …
Consumers (%) stating which decision factors have been "very important" over the past 4 weeks
(+ = higher importance when shopping over next 4 weeks)
Value for money
Quality
Practicality/comfort
Low price

Special promotions
Fashion/style

+++
++
32% + +
26% + + +
26% + + +
19% +

… promotional marketing is key to
drive traffic and conversion

41%

38%

49% of consumers state a product
discount will be the top 1 or 2 reason
driving them to shop online for apparel in
the next 4 weeks

Email and push notifications serve as amplifier
for promotional campaigns

… companies have responded with extraordinary markdown
Average share of items 1st placed on discount per day
across eCom sites in March
Mar 20

Mar 20

−

−

−

low

high

Share of eCom items 1st placed on
discount significantly increased since
lockdown
This is especially true for mass segment
brands

At this point, companies give 15-30%
discount across portfolio rather than
clearing selected styles

Source: McKinsey COVID-19 Apparel & Fashion survey, N=>6000, 27/3-29/3 2020, Edited.com, access March 27, 2020

−

Companies are making trade-offs between
online marketing and investing marketing
budget in promotional campaigns

−

The market is currently elastic, companies
who launch promotions report significant
sales uplift on first day of campaign

−

Capture full value from campaign by making
sure to inform your customers about
promotional campaigns with e-mail / push
notification
McKinsey & Company
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6: Consider how marketplaces play out for
you at this point
Marketplaces will be strengthened during & after COVID-19 …

During COVID-19 marketplaces & pure-plays benefit from at times more advanced
online operations, providing higher stability and reduced risk of service level
impairment
After COVID-19, as overall online penetration increases, marketplaces benefit further

Amazon has increased staff to maximize reliability of
logistic footprint and capabilities for brands
(however, currently logistics priority given to essential
goods)

Online luxury fashion retail platform
Farfetch supports its partners by
taking over fulfillments and offering
storage space in their warehouses
for free

Customer fulfilment footprint across 11 sites
and 5 countries fully operational and maintaining
service levels. Connected Retail initiative
launched for GE/NL to integrate physical
retailers within 2 weeks (ship from store)

… brands may find opportunity in
revisiting their current MP strategy

If you
are
present
on MPs

If you
are not
present
on MPs

▪

Companies can increase
their fulfillment resilience by
relying on a marketplace’s
fulfillment muscle

▪

Consider shifting more SKUs
to marketplace fulfillment

▪

Strategic review required in
light of COVID-19, if and which
marketplace might be a good
partner – it will take 4-8 weeks
to integrate

▪

Further opportunities around offprice MPs for clearance might
be interesting

•

Consider using your own
stores to bridge gaps in
fulfillment
McKinsey & Company
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How is the
consumer
changing due
to COVID-19?

How can we
leverage the full
potential of
online?

How do we get
ready for store
re-opening?
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Re-opening does not mean "back to normal“,
especially for apparel retailers
Current situation in China
Offline performance March1 vs. pre-COVID period2
Revenue

Store traffic

Homeware & furnishing

+19%

Convenience stores

Appreal specialist retailer

-61%

Department stores

-61%

+53%
-9%

-1%
-36%

+56%

-28%

7%

Hypermarket/ supermarket
Beauty specialist retailers

-24%

+9%

Drugstores/ parapharmacies

Average basket

18%

-23%

+29%

-43%

+13%

-51%
-39%

Consumers drastically reduce
the number of shopping trips
across categories, but
increase their baskets,
resulting in revenue growth in
some categories

-21%

While 90% of apparel stores
have re-opened,
consumption and traffic still
50-60% below pre-COVID
levels

Apparel is considered
discretionary spend, resulting
in sustained drop of average
baskets

-36%

1.As of March 9 with 90%+ of the stores open
2.Skipped Chinese spring festival new year holiday. prior to COVID 20191201-20191231, Out break of COVID 20100123-20200310.
Source: MIYA payment data engine, McKinsey analysis

McKinsey & Company
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Recovery of apparel revenue takes place in small increments
rather than a single big bang
Weekly apparel offline revenue vs. pre-COVID period1
Peak period of COVID-19
- almost all stores closed

Recovery period
- stores increasingly re-opening to now ~90%

Recovery of
revenues happens in
small weekly
increments rather
than in a big bang

-54%
-68%
-77%
-91%
Jan 26
1.

-85%
-95%

-94%

-93%

Feb 2

Feb 9

Feb 16

Feb 23

Mar 1

Mar 8

Indicates that
discretionary
categories like
apparel are not
prioritized in
immediate
spending

Mar 15

Dec 2019

Source: MIYA payment data engine, McKinsey analysis

McKinsey & Company
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European consumers indicate a challenging
offline recovery; 20% expect to reduce the clothing
consumption and 16% expect to shop less offline
Expected shopping behavior post lock down once stores re-open
in Germany, France, Spain and UK

21%

16%

expect to reduce their overall
clothing consumption

expect to shop less offline

14%
got used to
shopping online

Source: McKinsey COVID-19 Apparel & Fashion survey, N=>6000, 27/3-29/3 2020

19%
worry about the risk
of infections

Key learnings
COVID-19 is likely to have
an immediate negative
impact on revenues as
consumers reduce
spending
Mixed outlook on offline
shopping – while 16%
expect to shop less offline,
21% state they miss the
offline shopping experience
Online increasingly seen as
the new normal as 14% of
customers got used to
online shopping
McKinsey & Company
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Apparel & fashion players need to take action in 5 areas for reopenings
Deep-dive on next pages

Consistently planned by majority of players

Only planned by few players

Provide a safe store
environment and develop
emergency protocols

Optimize store
network & lease
costs

Reduce store
personnel costs

Slow down new product
intakes and anticipate
markdowns

Activate customers to
regain traffic

Split staff into fixed groups
scheduled together to minimize
risk of infections across teams

Accelerate store
network optimization,
closing stores that
are unprofitable at
lower traffic and
reducing selling
space of remaining
stores, esp. in “B”
locations

Limit opening hours to
core traffic times only
and plan ahead for stepwise extension of hours

Introduce newness only
selectively, keeping majority of
new product for Fall season

Go all-in on social channels
focusing on image building
and customer engagement

Rebalance share of commercial
styles with brand building styles
that are more fashionable

Maximize usage of CRM
and loyalty data to inform
customers about reopenings, reinforced
through targeted offline
exclusive offers

Emphasize staff hygiene
through hand sanitizers and
protective equipment (masks/
gloves/sneeze guards)
reinforced through trainings
Offer customers protective
equipment at the entrance and
overcommunicate hygiene
measures

Renegotiate leases
for stores, change
from fixed to variable
rent

Check health of staff &
customers at entrance and limit
# of people allowed in store
Develop scenario based
protocols on how to react,
e.g., in case of staff or
customer infections
Source: Management interviews, press research, store visits in Shanghai

Move towards minimum
staff levels and revisit
allocation of staff to
zones
Simplify operations
management structure
in stores and regions

Reduce initial allocation and
replenishment levels, keeping
stock central to maximize
flexibility
Anticipate plan on mark-downs
depending on stock level and
scenarios

Unleash waitlisted or limited
edition products
(e.g., Chanel Boy handbag)
to create buzz
Set broad but low discounts
to generate traffic; no
clearing prices yet

McKinsey & Company
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Examples from China provide an indication of the extent of
hygiene measures required

Security
conducting
temperature checks
as customers enter
stores

Source: Store visits in Shanghai

Signage at entrance
instructing all
customers to wear
protective masks

All staff wearing
protective masks to
protect health of
shoppers and staff

Disinfection
toolbox for staff
prominently
displayed on checkout counters

Hygiene
recommendations
posted on social
media

McKinsey & Company
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Providing a safe store environment for customers and staff is a
fundamental pre-requisite that requires preparation and planning
Define hygiene
standards and
train staff

Liaise with local authorities on health & hygiene requirements and recommendations
Define staff and customer hygiene guidelines (e.g., requirements for masks, minimum distances)
Conduct staff trainings, if possible still during lock down via WebEx solutions
Adjust rosters to split staff into “isolated” groups and ensure that infected staff can recover

Minimize risk of
infections

Evaluate targeted processes to check staff & customer health/temperature

Consider limits on number of people allowed in store
Ensure
availability of
protective
equipment
Prepare stores
and overcommunicate
on measures
taken

Establish
emergency
protocols

Organize required quantities of protective equipment (sanitizer, masks, gloves, sneeze guards)
Qualify suppliers and start central procurement
Plan warehouse capacity and allocation/ replenishment mechanism

Increase hygiene standards, esp. store cleaning procedures
Define changes to operational processes (e.g., click & collect, fitting room usage)
Define required changes to store concept or layout (changed queues, distances between
shelves), place orders for materials or renovations and create briefing for execution

Opportunity
for the
industry to
come
together
and jointly
drive “safe
retailing”
measures”
Learnings
to be taken
from
grocery
retail

Significantly rethink and increase comms and create required VM and marketing materials

Develop scenario based protocols on how to react, e.g., in case of staff or customer infections
Establish central response team to enact protocols quickly
McKinsey & Company
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Disclaimer
These are suggested practices, in many cases adopted by companies across sectors.
We do not offer recommendations on sufficiency, adequacy or effectiveness of these measures.
You can derive no rights or make decisions based on this material.
We do not provide legal, accounting, tax, medical or other such professional advice normally
provided by licensed or certified practitioners and will rely on you and your other advisors to
define applicable legal and regulatory requirements and to ensure compliance with applicable
laws, rules and regulations. We do not intend to supplant management or other decision-making
bodies, and you remain solely responsible for your decisions and actions, including those relating
to manufacturing, product release, regulatory reporting and market action. We make no
representation or warranty, express or implied, and expressly disclaim any liabilities relating to your
manufacturing operations, compliance, quality, R&D and regulatory processes and products.
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